In 1987 Simon deVilliers, Governor Moms and John Rutherford are commissioned to design the model that will regulate the final and execution of the project. Four years later they propose (...) 12 avenues running north-south and 155 streets running east-west.

With that simple action they describe a city of 13 X 166 = 2,028 blocks (excluding topographic accidents), a matrix that captures, at the same time, all remaining territory and all future activity on the island. The Manhattan Grid.

The Grid makes the history of architecture and all previous lenses of urbanism irrelevant. It forces Manhattan’s builders to develop a new system of formal values, to invent strategies for the distinction of one block from another.

(...) Since all Manhattan blocks are identical and emphatically equivalent in the untrusted philosophy of the Grid, a mutation in a single object affects all others as a latent possibility, theoretically, each block can now turn in to a self-contained enclave of the insalubrious Synthetic.

That potential also implies an essential isolation: no longer does the city consist of a more or less homogenous texture - a mosaic of complimentary urban fragments - but each block is now alone like an island, fundamentally on its own.

Manhattan turns into a dry archipelago of blocks.

(...) Martha Foster reports of iron teeth installed in the ground and house entrances in the bowery that should stop sleeping comfort for the homeless.

At the Viennese Karlstallpark, and then divided through airrows into single seats to prevent fire but they lying down. By the means of many similar.

In N.Y.C the uniformity of the grid is confronted with the anarchy of architectural fragments, which are depending on financial speculation. The grid as a real abstraction is in conflict with the organism of the city that N.Y.C. represents. Manhattan is a social construct with its mechanisms of displacement, repression, gentrification and segregation. (...) The grid allows the spatial configuration of oppositions (Wall Street-Mass Market) while the mental segregation is kept. (...) The existence of people living under the surface of the city in tunnels and chambers means a new occupation and definition of space.

Modern city requires a rhythmical balance between enclosure and openness, (...) concentration and freedom.

Thesaurus
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Functon: noun
Synonyms: barricade, barrier, black wall, blockade, roadblock, stop, wall
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Source: online-dictionary website
Main Entry: 1block
6a: (1) a usually rectangular space (as in a city) enclosed by roads

streets and occupied or intended for buildings (2): the distance along one of the sides of such a block b (1): a large building divided into separate functional units (2): a line of row houses (3) a city block

part of a building or integrated group of buildings. (...) 2block
transitive senses 1a: to make unlivable for passage or progress by obstruction & architectural

Blockade c: to hinder the passage, progress, or occurrence of by or as if by interposing an obstruction d: to shut off from view forest canopy blocking the sun e: to interfere usually

legitimately with (as an opponent) in various games or sports f: to prevent normal functioning of g: to restrict the exchange of (as currency or checks)

3: to shape on, with or as if with a block <block of hat>
4: to secure, support, or provide with a block <synonym see HINDER
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